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End-to-End, Fixed-Price 
Rehost and Replatform 
Migration to AWS Designed 
with Modernization Readiness

OBJECTIVES
• Fastest Rehost and Replatform Path to AWS,  

Built with Modernization Readiness
• AWS Premier Tier Services Partner
• AWS Migration Competency
• AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) Partner 
• AWS Modernization and MSP experts

Efficient, Prescriptive 
Execution

Cost-Effective, 
Fixed Price

Migration and 
Modernization Experts

• AWS Premier Tier Services 
Partner

• AWS Migration Competency
• AWS MAP Partner
• AWS MSP Partner
• Amazon EKS Delivery

• Fixed price ($0 down*) based 
on server count instead of 
time and materials

• Eligible for AWS incentives, 
including AWS MAP Assess 
phase

• Proven set of core migration 
workstreams to move to AWS, 
led by nClouds

• End-to-end, including 
assessment (if needed) and 
single SOW for total servers



• Do you need AWS experts to help you 
migrate workloads to AWS? 

• Do you prefer a fixed-price, prescriptive, 
end-to-end rehost, and replatform 
migration to AWS?

• Do you recognize that migration is a 
journey and that your lift-and-shift 
migration should be designed with future 
requirements for modernization and MSP? 
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Read what clients say.
Find 60+ nClouds AWS
customer success stories.

nClouds is a certified, award-winning provider of AWS and DevOps 
consulting and implementation services. We partner with our customers, 
as extensions of their teams, to build and manage modern infrastructure 
solutions that deliver innovation faster. We leap beyond the status quo.

Accelerating Your 
Journey to the Cloud 

AWS’s experience migrating thousands of 
customers to the cloud has created best 
practices, expertise, tooling, and financial 
incentives to make cloud adoption easier.
AWS and nClouds have partnered to offer 
Rapid Migration to help you achieve cloud 
benefits sooner—with end-to-end, fixed-
price rehost and replatform migration. 
Rapid Migration moves your workloads to 
AWS with speed and predictability.

* AWS Rapid Migration is eligible for 
AWS-provided financing, paid in 12 equal 
installments (see AWS for full details).

Migration Is the First Step  
in Your Modernization

To leverage the full power of AWS, some 
workloads will require going beyond lift-
and-shift migration. Modernization can 
help you deliver cost optimization, a 
platform for innovation, scalability, and 
business agility—the requisite foundation 
for your digital transformation.
Given nClouds’ AWS modernization 
expertise, we can provide critical 
guidance while executing Rapid Migration 
to help you achieve modernization 
readiness and get well architected. 
Ultimately, you want the most cost-
effective and scalable architecture for 
each workload, including best practices 
for containerization and serverless.

https://www.nclouds.com/case_studies

